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The iPad is not a PC. As obvious as that sounds, if the only computer 
you've ever used was mainly a box on a desk, or ran a desktop operating 
system with a physical keyboard attached, its only natural that the ways 
you attempt to use a new device will be dictated by the old paradigm. 

Instead of just sticking with such an approach, this book will look at the 
different ways that the PC and iPad have been designed to work, and 
then detail new ways that the iPad can be used for workflows not work.

  Design is not what it looks 
like and feels like. 

  Design is how it works. 
– Steve Jobs

Disclaimer: This book is an independent publication 
with no links to Apple Inc.



In observing the first iPad interactions of 
people within the 1200 + strong 
Slide2learn.net community as well as 
with friends and family since the iPad 
arrived in 2010, I've regularly witnessed 
people at first trying to use it in ways 
that reflect their previous history with 
using PC’s. 

To best understand this natural 
tendency, lets recall what use of 
desktop and laptop computers have 
been marked by. 

‘PC’ is one of those terms that has been 
around so long we may have forgotten 
what it originally meant. In the pre-PC 
era, a computer was something which 
often need a room to contain it. The 
expense alone of such systems kept the 
advantages of digital processing out of 
the hands of everyday people. 

When the microchip revolution enabled 
smaller and cheaper computers, the era 
of the 'personal' computer that a much 
wider section of society could have 
access to early ‘killer apps’ such as 
word processing and creating 
spreadsheets.

These characteristics mean that 'work' 
on a PC is generally marked by these 
factors:

1. Use is tied to a fixed, desk location. 

2. A user mainly employs only three or 
four programs that each do multiple 
things. 

3. Saving and management of files has 
to be controlled by the user within a 
distinct folder hierarchy.  
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The iPad
So if the iPad is not a PC in the 
1980-2010 vein, what is it? There’s a 
good reason why Steve Jobs chose to 
first demo the iPad while sitting on a 
lounge chair (see image at right). I 
myself am sitting on my couch re-
watching Star Wars at 11:54pm on a 
device that still has 32% battery left 
despite being in use throughout the day 
by myself and my 5 year old.

This extra long battery then is one of 
the key factors that effect how work can 
be completed with an iPad, and set it 
apart from the need of PC’s to be tied to 
a more fixed location. 

Another is the simpler user interface that 
allows one to focus fully on each piece 
of work in turn. This means that instead 
of using a small number of powerful 
desktop programs that each do almost 
too many things as on a PC, a user 
employs a series of simpler apps that 
each do one thing well in a productive 
sequence. 

A third factor is the way files are 
managed. While a PC requires the user 
to firstly remember when to save files as 
well as where the files where stored and 
in what folder, iPad apps automatically 
save ones work within the app itself. 

Finally, the other key factor is the way 
touch and features like auto-sensing 

screen orientation create a unique 
experience while using the iPad (“it fits 
me”), something that makes it feel like 
the most personal of computers yet.

TAP the image to read how Steve 
Jobs described the PC’s as the 
‘Trucks’ of a PostPC world.

In listing what sets the iPad apart, I'm 
not suggesting that it is a replacement 
for all PCs, not yet. We still very much 
need those 'trucks' to deliver the 
computing backbone that the new era of 
mobile computers relies on. 

The iPad may evolve into a modular 
device with add-ons and docks once 
mobile chips catch desktop ones that 
can become both, but that idea also 
misses the point. It's different, not 
wrong. And to get the most out of it 
when completing work, we need to 
‘think different’ about how we use it.  
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Don’t do work, 
do workflows

Instead of thinking about doing 'work' 
as we do on a PC, lets instead take 
advantage of the unique characteristics 
of the iPad to do something different.

We’ve seen that these characteristics are 
the iPads long battery life, ‘fits to me’ 
personal nature, simpler interface, and 
ability to have users focus on one task at a 
time. When taken together, and matched 
with the experience of more than three 
years of iPad use, a new model of 
computing is emerging.

Across the web, and in the terminology of 
iPad users, this model is becoming known 
as 'workflows' - where a chain of apps is 
employed to link tasks together to create 
the required final piece of work.

The following chapters will detail practical 
example workflows for both single task 
and more complex multi-task projects. 
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Single Task Workflows
2

“Innovation is 1% invention 
and 99% iteration”

– Ryan Block



Images

One of the pioneering areas for the 
development of workflows on the iPad has 
been photography. When the power of 
apps was first brought to the world of 
mobile photography with the iPhone and 
Apple app store in 2009, many 
photographers began experimenting with 
just what was possible if a series of 
different photo effect apps were used 
together to edit images.

With the addition of the iPad in 2010, this 
emerging field of ‘iPhoneography’ gained a 
big-screen companion such that many 
photographers would capture images on 
an iPhone or even DSLR and then transfer 

them to the iPad to undertake the editing 
work they needed.

As you can see above, an interesting 
image is always the starting point, but 
when the image is submitted to an image-
processing workflow, it can become 
something more than was otherwise 
possible. Add to this the fact that the 
editing can all be performed in minutes by 
touch, and in any location and then shared 
instantly, and a powerful new means of 
work becomes possible.

See the next page for a breakdown of the 
workflow used to create the final image.
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STEP 5: For a final touch, why not use an app like Over to add 
stylistic text - and bam - you have a book cover or blog-entry 
header image that looks dramatic and was created in minutes.

WORKFLOW:

STEP 1. Camera

STEP 2. Snapseed

STEP 3. WowFX

STEP 4. Instagram 
or Afterlight

STEP 5. Over

Swipe below for next step
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Mobile • Technology • Learning 
Apart from being an avid ‘iPad-ographer’ and 
using my iPad to edit and share photos, I'm 
over enthusiastic about the potential of the 
above three elements to transform lives. In 
fact, when not calling on my 8 years of 
'doing' tech and innovation to advise and 
train other modern workers, I spend 90 mins 
every day researching mobile technology so I 
can distill this together with my own 
experience as a strategic planner, trainer, 
writer and parent so you don't have to. 

How can I help?

Experience
Project Officer: Mobile & Digital Technology | 
Literacy, Numeracy, Drama Teacher |  Apple 
Distinguished Educator | Co-founder 
Slide2learn iPad & iPhone community |      
Co-founder E20 discussion startup | NMC 
K-12 Ambassador | HP Catalyst Academy 
Fellow | Writer - Appitic.com, 
Appolearning.com, Appcessories.info, 
Mactalk.com.au & Macworld.com.au | Smart 
Classrooms Award | Learning Without 
Frontiers Award UK | Masters Learning 
Innovation QUT 
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